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ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED 

  

get very close: "make work its" 

make formal arrangements: "or tip by" 

work also pivots: "or and negative" 

its being cradled: "very formal also" 

or dog tracks: "get being dog" 

tip of another: "of forest being" 

by forest creatures: "as close arrangements" 

or being raped: "pivots cradled tracks" 

and the visionary: "another creatures raped" 

negative as potitive: "visionary positive ordinary" 

in the ordinary: "poverty baskets raw" 

clarifying the point: "absurd plants close." 



 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ONE 

  

poverty raw plants: "former emblem tragedy" 

baskets absurd close: "fire marvels axiom" 

poet reach furrowed: "collect poet baskets" 

collect shadow whether: "raw absurd reach" 

axiom called breathe: "shadow called horizon" 

marvels horizon reach: "grasp rag scale" 

fire grasp dearth: "scale woven plants" 

tragedy rag spins: "close furrowed weather" 

emblem scale merits: "breathe each earth" 

former woven drama: "long neither support" 

drown humble enough: "imagine droop scattering" 

glazed next ironic: "stave paper lick." 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWO 

  



long scattering starve: "lick broke daughter" 

neither droop paper: "crops character witch" 

support imagine lick: "nothing support neither" 

nothing shelter broke: "long castle snows" 

which engulfs daughter: "haunts oscillates toehold" 

characters toehold crops: "engulfs shelter imagine" 

crops oscillates characters: "droop scattering support" 

daughter haunts which: "support nothing which" 

broke shows nothing: "characters crops daughter" 

lick castle support: "broke lick paper" 

paper vagrant neither: "tassels interests genre" 

starve pencils long: "points subjects with." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THREE 

  

tassels genre subjects:"subjects below oceans" 

interests points with: "goose finds gnome" 

greater genre high: "slough greater terrapins" 

tough points seriousness: "mussels genre pint" 



home genre subjects: "general pints genetic" 

finds points with: "pink energy ants" 

loose genre high: "renegade subjects nests" 

ocean points seriousness: "thigh will subjects" 

blows genre subjects: "air in air" 

petals points with: "body hair many" 

dead genres high: "gates body grates" 

deep points seriousness: "cabbage air antibodies." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FOUR 

  

air anybody engage: "new benefits thinking" 

engage air anybody: "the all you" 

air anybody engage: "medical open about" 

engage air anybody: "open changes will" 

air anybody engage: "benefits plan enrollment" 

engage air anybody: "your enrollment will" 

air anybody engage: "receive open and" 

engage air anybody: "eligible needs weather" 



air anybody engage: "legible nerds whether" 

engage air anybody: "will become additional" 

air anybody engage: "open health weeks" 

engage air anybody: "current starts monday." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIVE 

  

redeems touch trailing: "this please june" 

collages avenging details: "explaining consumers low" 

stubborn desolate viscous: "single high maximum" 

traces impostor nightmare: "pay eye screenings" 

frog watercolor difference: "same other allows" 

typical happen evidence: "year note for" 

famous presses creatures: "the choice weekly" 

above morphn snails: "coverage up front" 

bird catches maybe: "nothing routine and" 

elements edge need: "network blue to" 

mistake require approximate: "excited that complete" 

expose wing unknown: "new medical associate." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOSUAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIX 

  

play of light: "health attending your" 

the holes mattered: "peek savings personal" 

a mottled section: "contribute pocket consumers" 

by the wind: "use unused can" 

a human navel: "leave helps tooth" 

trapped into nothingness: "leaf kelp booth" 

wing is reminiscent: "family open package" 

hovers a haloed: "watch that dollars" 

the full force: "care deductible provisions" 

suspend its actions: "rolls over future" 

turns of creativity: "company your account" 

evoked by sorrow: "verify your continued." 

 

 

 

 



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVEN 

 

social aligns divine: "damage ambulance worker" 

will be discussed: "greek love down" 

liver threads collapses: "went pension god" 

based on form: "overhead trains quick" 

creates multiple associations: "crave egyptian islands" 

mannequins from paintings: "goddess removes weapons" 

never fully grasped: "eye mental east" 

of the heartbeat: "organized liquid stage" 

letter the poet: "was use starch" 

sort of cosmic: "bath lamb stir" 

distance in contrast: "model soup agency" 

a closer scrutiny: "whale mattress suffix." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHT 

  

meanings must pains: "pains must rust" 

meanings must pointing: "must crust dust" 



meanings must calculus: "me an ings" 

collide actual usage: "collude actual actual" 

osage in common: "orange in lemon" 

correspondence not overlap: "not knot nut" 

cretin sponge hypothesis: "nor knit gnats" 

usually comparison verbatim: "throwing the towel" 

mental the vowels: "metal the lips" 

lips electric decal: "lips puppet dinner" 

might puppet diviner: "might imagine might" 

imagine might regain: "rite bite goodnight." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINE 

  

shall not paragraph: "certain boxing winter" 

affairs engaging intended: "boxing winter certain" 

regulation school discount: "winter certain boxing" 

directed viscount trophies: "curtain boxing winner" 

behaviors reviewing gender: "boxing winner curtain" 

unless whom prizes: "winner curtain boxing" 



aria honoraria honor: "current boxing sinner" 

homer affection means: "boxing sinner current" 

accounted verbal pee: "sinner current boxing" 

discriminate derogatory on: "carrot boxing summer" 

materials consistent laws: "boxing summer carrot" 

hawk is howling: "summer carrot boxing." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TEN 

  

guidelines believes subsection: "at that what" 

inappropriate awesome oriented: "that what at" 

licensure sure license: "what at that" 

lissome otherwise nougat: "at hat wheat" 

continually sexual lisped: "hat wheat at" 

even where absolutely: "wheat at hat" 

disclose engaging harass: "bat hot eat" 

profession saloon bumper: "hot eat bat" 

licking false liking: "eat bat hot" 

misleading where creating: "bait hotel beat" 



goal substitutes concepts: "hotel beat bait" 

balance code freedom: "beat bait hotel." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ELEVEN 

 

imply taken push: "skid the fish" 

unladylike relentless reservation: "fish the skid" 

utterly impression intimation: "skid the fish" 

importune inflexible discharge: "fish the skid" 

enjoin churlish dispassionate: "skid the fish" 

issue furnish boondocks: "fish the skid" 

huffy copy mythology: "skid the fish" 

concealed jocularity kvetch: "fish the skid" 

idealist pervade flawless: "skid the fish" 

tightfisted cleverness unceasing: "fish the skid" 

introspective peerless runaway: "skid the fish" 

transfix helm begone: "fish the skid." 

 

 



 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWELVE 

 

fingers fossilize references: "toes fossilize references" 

fingers terrify perpetrators: "toes terrify perpetrators" 

fingers pestilence oracles: "toes pestilence oracles" 

fingers operation antithesis: "toes operation antithesis" 

fingers utilization portents: "toes utilization portents" 

fingers speech cheering: "toes speech cheering" 

fingers onset opus: "toes onset opus" 

fingers outwit overflows: "toes outwit overflows" 

fingers liberty accredit: "toes liberty accredit" 

fingers analogous figurative: "toes analogous figurative" 

fingers map discontinuous: "toes map discontinuous" 

fingers countless catchwords: "toes countless catchwords." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTEEN 

 



pinnacle bottom personification: "transgress couch express" 

founder wallpaper cinema: "founder couch express" 

dose trace support: "transgress trace express" 

depiction pilfered antonyms:  "transgress couch antonyms" 

platform pretty wobble: "platform couch express" 

plant sketch disgrace: "transgress sketch express" 

erect encounter unassuming: "transgress couch unassuming" 

pirate seesaw electroplate: "pirate couch express" 

design tweet appointment: "transgress tweet express" 

preen clever palisades: "transgress couch palisades" 

asylum emergence detachment: "asylum couch express" 

beforehand ratio knave: "transgress ratio express." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FOURTEEN 

 

induce undeniably commerce: "clamorous entangled gangplank" 

rough trigger irked: "rough entangled gangplank" 

involved disbelieving unbelieving: "clamorous disbelieving gangplank" 

idleness honor savory: "clamorous entangled savory" 



fragment automatic lettering: "fragment entangled gangplank" 

oneness jiffy foray: "clamorous jiffy gangplank" 

menace intermission feeble: "clamorous entangled feeble" 

accidental kitten interlude: "accidental entangled gangplank" 

jot jet momentous: "clamorous jet gangplank" 

mixture arrogant confound: "clamorous entangled confound" 

moisture significance throng: "moisture entangled gangplank" 

cattle dewy replica: "clamorous dewy gangplank." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTEEN 

 

myriad swish mow: "diagnostic shaggy pinball" 

conundrum modification legion: "conundrum shaggy pinball" 

opera requirement gnaw: "diagnostic requirement pinball" 

defamation library muffle: "diagnostic shaggy muffle" 

narrative unassisted overture: "narrative shaggy pinball" 

outwit profess soothe: "diagnostic profess pinball" 

pawn snub litter: "diagnostic shaggy litter" 

interruption caress yesteryear: "interruption shaggy pinball" 



plastic outcome pivot: "diagnostic outcome pinball" 

topple podium burden: "diagnostic shaggy burden" 

puff salve certification: "puff shaggy pinball" 

vibrate normal assuage: "diagnostic normal pinball." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTEEN 

 

fiction nation hands: "hands performance fable" 

performance fable amulet: "amulet propensity should" 

propensity should data: "data electrocute feminine" 

electrocute feminine concoction: "concoction apathetic invention" 

apathetic invention engines: "engines embroider desire" 

embroider desire loyalty: "loyalty idol rebuff" 

idol rebuff outlaw: "outlaw delight throws" 

delight throws inaccuracy: "inaccuracy fence dogma" 

fence dogma washing: "washing fell hump" 

fell hump cram: "cram hostile camel" 

hostile camel congress: "congress laughs hot" 

laughs hot living: "living fiction nation." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTEEN 

 

misgiving hobnob calamity: "glut misery pawn" 

misery pawn enduring: "glut smooth pasture" 

smooth pasture paste: "glut restore mistletoe" 

restore mistletoe olden: "glut passenger imperfect" 

passenger imperfect passageway: "glut emotion lotion" 

emotion lotion ply: "glut plebeian reference" 

plebeian reference skinny: "glut advertisement entreaty" 

advertisement entreaty chubby: "glut promise prayer" 

promise prayer stopper: "glut glut banal" 

glut banal implore: "glut forge refreshing" 

forge refreshing render: "glut lavish connive" 

lavish connive slavish: "glut misgiving hobnob." 

 

 

 

 



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTEEN 

 

profess squander clandestine: "render turf hungry" 

wonder raise rabid: "buff nation rave" 

quote rain foray: "batter mote wander" 

tatter gleam tournament: "less rests adjective" 

ravenous fathom dream: "motor broom fork" 

condemnation pork astrology: "fathom glean ruin" 

rebuff loom signify: "raids squander homage" 

hungry motorcycle province: "store prince sign" 

turf adjective restore: "troll deem journey" 

surrender rests homage: "fray rid candle" 

basketball animals rubbish: "rote basketball dress" 

rotate press decomposed: "malls composed rubbish." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETEEN 

 

pivot selection peer: "pivot paddle peer" 

decipher insects paddle: "paddle pear feast" 



nonviolent placate feast: "feast pivot pair" 

stunt commend killing: "paddle fully stunt" 

fascinate quick fully: "pivot folly fully" 

fond prevent furrow: "folly fully holly" 

tease flatten devote: "fully folly polly" 

fondle homely thruway: "pretty fully folly" 

insult birds unexciting: "pretty polly folly" 

knob liquid riddle: "pivot holly riddle" 

knack quarry genocide: "paddle riddle putty" 

grace utensils citadel: "putty fully knob." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY 

  

campaigns insight afterglow: "for practice style" 

squirm astrolgy genesis: "since light movement" 

catgut orientation feedback: "defining conditional site" 

bitch toaster roadblock: "valley three foresees" 

where is fingertips: "of abstraction his" 

conscription please sausages: "human light beheld" 



devastating potato lemur: "sausages potato bread" 

dreadnought provinces called: "ratio react coined" 

pork rudder resources: "lemur sausage fingers" 

apple trigger ambitions: "rules conceived economics" 

bombardment former debated: "scrim cubes mutual" 

had tissue cloudburst: "within continues which." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY ONE 

  

attached withdraw failure: "axle half graphic" 

cork semen artillery: "pending is machine" 

overwhelmed sweet destroyers: "trophies toys artillery" 

fashion defenders trophies: "lure puppet luck" 

committed good machine: "region renders lichen" 

talon lichen is: "food defenders sweat" 

bypassing surrender suspenders: "semic withdraw wholesome" 

punk legion photographic: "bury pink bypassing" 

jury lick having: "talent mittens fishing" 

wholesome puppet axle: "hover fork attached" 



corncob sleaze email: "stalk horn knoll" 

talkative knowledge teardrop: "lease droop emit." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY TWO 

 

outshine blackout clothe: "clothe flashy tackle" 

partial flashy resonant: "resonant outburst stickler" 

tackle outburst perfection: "perfection season leach" 

stickler season permeate: "permeate smothered matchless" 

leach smothered void: "void complete everlasting" 

matchless complete tightwad: "tightwad animation refining" 

everlasting animation dearest: "dearest whiskers cleverness" 

refining whiskers cheer: "cheer pervade finishing" 

cleverness pervade oomph: "oomph apparent plush" 

finishing apparent pogrom: "pogrom oratory broke" 

plush oratory caution: "caution nosedive spandex" 

broke nosedive deed: "deed coffer bilge." 

 

 



 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY THREE 

 

spandex coffer bulge: "spandex bulge triumphant" 

bilge bugle misery: "bilge triumphant running" 

succumb triumphant ensuing: "succumb comfort tender" 

prowess comfort running: "prowess consequent breath" 

poverty consequent tender: "poverty precede dogged" 

appeared precede breath: "appeared denomination stale" 

toddler denomination dogged: "toddler style broadside" 

censure style stale: "censure keen whopping" 

cliched keen broadside: "cliched moniker appellation" 

banana moniker whopping: "banana pet mettlesome" 

tireless pet appellation: "tireless chain flippers" 

payback chain mettlesome: "payback barstow sycophant." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR 

 



pork barstow flippers: "barstow kansas woodstock" 

elephant sycophant ladle: "flippers triplicate hiss" 

ah lemon that: "pork ask casket" 

colon tweet to: "barstow flippers pork" 

bread lucky bred: "kansas triplicate ask" 

ask kansas triplicate: "woodstock hiss casket" 

biplane rooster trousers: "flippers barstow ladle" 

casket hiss woodstock: "ladle flippers that" 

please cloudburst please: "pork to barstow" 

to uh cement: "bred kansas triplicate" 

tuna prevents rabies: "trousers flippers woodstock" 

harpoon tang vespers: "please pork cement." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE 

 

calls cinch custard: "calls chalk awe" 

chalk sermon windowpane: "chalk awe temp" 

awe oh ah: "awe temp harpoon" 

temp ass handlebar: "temp harpoon cork" 



harpoon paste rink: "harpoon cork police" 

cork peach bouffant: "cork police runaway" 

police encyclical walkabout: "police runaway ax" 

runaway alleviate it: "runaway ax tarragon" 

ax asking ox: "ax tarragon one" 

tarragon courtship swore: "tarragon one jeep" 

one two three: "one jeep password" 

jeep as lizards: "jeep password comma." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY SIX 

 

password swearword orca: "workout source hidden" 

comma comatose tiptoes: "think therefore horses" 

riptide leash metaphor: "material actress football" 

miami backspace sausage: "robberies dog swimmer" 

heroin finals blowjob: "snake thrash socks" 

spurs apricot truth: "verse microscopic arctic" 

series coconut oilcan: "hazards winter hub" 

toucan crease ovation: "seasonal nose musician" 



segment spokes cloudburst: "skeleton dinner lemon" 

benchmark scab scabbard: "custard captain tides" 

listen feet are: "henna distort asparagus" 

where is roosevelt: "psyche compass third." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN 

 

little heads lips: "jacket happens apple" 

people lions have: "ground usually that" 

line triangle face: "places something piano" 

lesson called much: "mulch ocean piano" 

piano leaves ocean: "ocean something apple" 

that something neighbors: "dapple grapple grape" 

apple usually places: "much mulch happens" 

leopard happens ground: "such triangle lions" 

oil jam jacket: "leans loins lines" 

nothing something everything: "thumb green nothing" 

green red orange: "thumb red something" 

thumb walls sugar: "thumb orange everything." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT 

 

 

hopped oven tomorrow: "pop dreams festive" 

basketball clothes hoses: "flew quart werewolf" 

hook shirts garage: "electric slept lather" 

gather burned gasoline: "crook baseball cropped" 

kept played directions: "coven loathe dirts" 

elections tigers bosoms: "turns players toga" 

where accolades quarts: "avocado bonnet loft" 

squirt hornet feet: "horse sneeze wink" 

few soft opposite: "steep fingers torch" 

festival horse touches: "posits fleet quartz" 

dream breathe wings: "blossom direct gash" 

popped drink people: "garage nose tomorrow." 

 

 

 



 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY NINE 

 

 

discover piles pills: "blight hiatus the" 

outside out outsider: "pangs waiter the" 

sun and stop: "grate library the" 

chop keen soccer: "brooks hop the" 

books country animals: "spun outside the" 

library spank chocolate: "miles doubt the" 

integrate grease following: "shop sheen the" 

water bowels intrude: "county plank the" 

impinge enjoyment incessant: "geese bowls the" 

the glue heed: "enjoin glut the" 

hiatus middle innards: "muddle lifeboat the" 

delight lifeless dynamism: "polls outrider the." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY 

 



 

stresses remove pillage: "stresses freedom waffle" 

strong among worry: "strong allocation four" 

astounding rounding hounding: "astounding one dizzy" 

string commence clown: "string grind dupe" 

dupe ironclad wharf: "dupe string astounding" 

grind unrefined awful: "grind strong stresses" 

dizzy chary unprotected: "dizzy silo lacking" 

one two three: "one wonderful five" 

four five six: "four two chary" 

allocation wonderful determined: "allocation unrefined ironclad" 

waffle lacking overwhelming: "waffle commence rounding" 

freedom silo enforcement: "freedom among remove." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY ONE 

 

 

in dig nation: "nation criminal confused" 

mature than simply: "simply atrocious confirm" 



theory undergo fullness: "fullness grape pike" 

drink brink prowess: "prowess chime blink" 

chum mellow levelheaded: "levelheaded theory mature" 

crop spouse negation: "negation in window" 

poke prove groovy: "groovy escape essential" 

grave gravy desideratum: "desideratum confirm wavy" 

confirm conform navigator: "navigator rove spouts" 

atrocious essential automatically: "automatically yellow wink" 

confused escape locket: "locket indigo than" 

criminal window steer: "stare dig stairs." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY TWO 

 

 

erection page revision: "gate waste glands" 

differently bonus gorge: "mime raw mute" 

appraise florid comprehensive: "crew vocation butter" 

utter udder other: "pears furry election" 

notion lotions analyze: "unlike bending dill" 



screw nausea profound: "backyard elastic seagull" 

transmute plastic today: "oceanic adder lurid" 

trawl backstabbing debris: "bogus pogo clock" 

pantomime schlock gender: "posit unending tinder" 

gander drill unethical: "bristle toadstool flounder" 

wasteful unending expose: "enzyme otters pensive" 

agitated unlike flock: "horde rivets version." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY THREE 

 

 

flog chance daring: "caulk oar banking" 

rope trope wanderer: "snare gent raffle" 

mettle dividend dander: "bent portal wine" 

winnings muffle merriment: "kettle dope log" 

sport stout gentry: "bloat swarm plankton" 

hint lawful concur: "posits wrangle volute" 

waffle involves socialize: "fuel snout baffle" 

genre handle kibosh: "divided troupe chants" 



haywire composes superintend: "sliver cereal dial" 

ranking spanking idyll: "tendon posh lizards" 

inordinate harmless viscera: "slur glint berries" 

awkward connote upriver: "daunt garden wearing." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR 

 

 

killer friendliness lovingly: "magus bench rose" 

savage bucks liquidate: "luck able whittle" 

considerate category magical: "moat flakes thigh" 

slightly tongs virile: "sidereal vantage kilter" 

breathtaking false mouthful: "stains truth spindrift" 

motto decamp introvert: "ort treasures paddle" 

title spittle service: "clamp vase fangs" 

baby measures freedom: "cat bikes fiend" 

click ordeal pee: "grunge moot witch" 

retrospective wingding retch: "peal doom slice" 

wrench tooth scoot: "verbs file vice" 



rummage disdain gouge: "calx squid linger." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE 

 

 

where is blimps: "here is is" 

where is wee: "here is is" 

where is weaving: "here is is" 

where is fries: "here is is" 

where is casket: "here is is" 

where is keystroke: "here is is" 

where is abbreviation: "here is is" 

where is bleeding: "here is is" 

where is autumnal: "here is is" 

where is rocket: "here is is" 

where is ransacked: "here is is" 

where is it: "here is is." 

 

 



 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY SIX 

 

 

where is revision: "what is it" 

where is redneck: "what is it" 

where is isotope: "what is it" 

where is diaper: "what is it" 

where is rainfall: "what is it" 

where is fingers: "what is it" 

where is cat: "what is it" 

where is battleship: "what is it" 

where is anything: "what is it" 

where is catastrophe: "what is it" 

where is lacewing: "what is it" 

where is grandmother: "what is it." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN 



 

 

where is russia: "is what is" 

where is lupus: "is what is" 

where is invisibility: "is what is" 

where is pitched: "is what is" 

where is adjective: "is what is" 

where is flowery: "is what is" 

where is scientist: "is what is" 

where is steep: "is what is" 

where is sheep: "is what is" 

where is celebrated: "is what is" 

where is appreciatively: "is what is" 

where is jawbone: "is what is." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT 

 

 

where is level: "we are what" 



where is scant: "we are what" 

where is bison: "we are what" 

where is obloquy: "we are what" 

where is aslant: "we are what" 

where is scalped: "we are what" 

where is reefer: "we are what" 

where is sickening: "we are what" 

where is infamy: "we are what" 

where is ambition: "we are what" 

where is reverence: "we are what" 

where is sterility: "we are what." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY NINE 

 

 

autograph swap endowment: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

alternative loaf choke: "autograph nap empowerment" 

subordination sweetheart snowball: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

distend comprehensive sodden: "autograph nap empowerment" 



unmanly disordered furtive: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

innards wrong newness: "autograph nap empowerment" 

something methods harmless: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

watering ladder trying: "autograph nap empowerment" 

drudge chops lyrical: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

naughty grab effusive: "autograph nap empowerment" 

dullness chagrin esteem: "slag crockpot imprecation" 

slang crackpot imprecation: "autograph nap empowerment." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY 

 

 

kenyan awards fingers: "illusions fertile tamper" 

lithographs sticky caught: "allusions futile temptation" 

copper western actor: "illusions fertile tamper" 

hunger schools balance: "allusions futile temptation" 

addition bracelets unable: "illusions fertile tamper" 

questions dropped benefits: "allusions futile temptation" 

paradoxically uh population: "illusions fertile tamper" 



porch spider accolade: "allusions futile temptation" 

temper century kinetic: "illusions fertile tamper" 

fertility engineered parents: "allusions futile temptation" 

illusory library survival: "illusions fertile tamper" 

transplantation of quarrying: "allusions futile temptation." 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY ONE 

 

 

chocolate dogwood psychosis: "spent developed applied" 

spent during cathedral: "notably sanction shoulders" 

courtyard commercial democracy: "spent developed applied" 

developed summer industrial: "notably sanction shoulders" 

version workshop mysteries: "spent developed applied" 

applied stitches dances: "notably sanction shoulders" 

joints overlapping musicals: "spent developed applied" 

notably found breakfast: "notably sanction shoulders" 

appearances groom friendship: "spent developed applied" 

sanction apocalyptic spanking: "notably sanction shoulders" 

animals fruit rattlesnakes: "spent developed applied" 



shoulders insects influences: "notably sanction shoulders." 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY TWO 

 

 

response kite shrapnel: "response kilometer beauty" 

kilometer hello sometimes: "response these control" 

beauty intersection loan: "response establishes spoon" 

these vegetation dialect: "response nationwide mobilized" 

control hammock troops: "response austerity existence" 

establishes proposal unified: "response chances kite" 

spoon bloodshed overridden: "response hello intersection" 

nationwide toward bedtime: "response vegetation hammock" 

mobilized no pronouncing: "response proposal bloodshed" 

austerity appears called: "response toward no" 

existence majority weapons: "response appears majority" 

chances rancor changes: "response rancor shrapnel." 

 

 

 



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY THREE 

 

 

times repent salamander: "feathers rag theory" 

substantial flying because: "scabs corporation corresponded" 

drones flycatchers popes: "feathers rag theory" 

interstate computer ponds: "scabs corporation corresponded" 

dedicated controversy hook: "feathers rag theory" 

summoned secrets conducted: "scabs corporation corresponded" 

though grease volunteers: "feathers rag theory" 

nameless exacerbated nobles: "scabs corporation corresponded" 

flipping theory corresponded: "feathers rag theory" 

prosperity rag corporation: "scabs corporation corresponded" 

revenue feathers scabs: "feathers rag theory" 

challenge ink snores: "scabs corporation corresponded." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY FOUR 

 

 



depth death deep: "depth deep deprived" 

deprived shrewdness hurt: "deep deprived depth" 

normally homily scholarly: "deprived depth deep" 

ruin asphalt penitent: "ruin depth deep" 

scale cheap restrict: "depth deep ruin" 

triviality spiritually articulate: "deep ruin depth" 

despair cheerful decline: "despair deep deprived" 

disuse shelve territory: "deep deprived despair" 

allot placement doubtfulness: "deprived despair deep" 

split leered putting: "split depth deprived" 

pudding ass plug: "depth deprived split" 

cancer poodle drain: "deprived split depth." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY FIVE 

 

 

forced required unwise: "gust balk press" 

sortie smart unfeeling: "bask cake marl" 

pump pomp rump: "liminal overt dill" 



press shove drive: "tape clock tooth" 

alive interdict pressurize: "clank anvil toads" 

options foolery attachment: "baste crust magus" 

to hordes rummages: "tone hive prep" 

knock avail thrust: "lump short arcs" 

typed ranking wasted: "pools diction shovel" 

suppress upmarket dildo: "hump swarm choir" 

walking waking overwrought: "mint slurp riven" 

disgusted bombastic subliminal: "ram fling surprise." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY SIX 

 

 

jut might language: "shave hammer pearls" 

metallic dealer dissonant: "have ammer earls" 

picket heaven bacterium: "shav hamme pearl" 

negate outside shave: "hav amme earl" 

slave spam hammer: "ha amm ear" 

involve bottom pearls: "h am ea" 



pocket reverse hardship: "shave hammer pearls" 

burial brutal shipshape: "have ammer earls" 

demand smooch ointment: "shav hamme pearl" 

taco circumstance burrito: "hav amme earl" 

torque accolade antonym: "ha amm ear" 

acid stalwart accordance: "h am ea." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN 

  

  

it over and: "bite and oven" 

of it over: "bite and very" 

lover over tit: "bite and hand" 

tilt cover candy: "bite and revolver" 

handy rover lilt: "bite and offer" 

offer hit clover: "bite and handy" 

revolver dandy veer: "bite and tilt" 

hand title candle: "bite and lover" 

very off hover: "bite and of" 



oven italics randy: "bite and it" 

andiron often overt: "bite and bite" 

bit soft vireo: "bite and bit." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT 

 

 

tramp indication fleck: "pier suns pram" 

dictate monogram proof: "leash reap lump" 

symbol parade vitiate: "wreck boon hail" 

hallmark concoct catwalk: "bole pict trump" 

abundance genre stride: "nail mime tea" 

trek mutilate increase: "mane shun mode" 

hoodlum muddle reproduction: "tile gene coconut" 

repress fashion foment: "prate moon index" 

clash manual scorn: "grime firm ribs" 

prompt teasing rabble: "corm foam prod" 

versions mimic confined: "creaks tide coat" 

emperor terminal chagrin: "nitrate goof flock." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY NINE 

 

 

nether ether tether: "home boot line" 

ultimate displease daunting: "car gar lick" 

keyed skittish circa: "worm antic bumps" 

jumpy dork transmit: "sneer mote aether" 

antonym proximate people: "close wire knob" 

underworld fraught snare: "bait cougar basil" 

pluck basal infuriate: "freight proxy duck" 

bargain courage rake: "skiff disco weather" 

scared debate eclipse: "fable red parse" 

delinquent jobless pariah: "clips rote furry" 

tooth hires redundant: "snore pope mittens" 

humidity outclass payable: "sir haunt teeth." 

 

 

 



 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY 

 

 

crack philander angst: "spoon guess loops" 

tiny personal rarity: "sage scribble glance" 

snort informal thyme: "layers reach revolve" 

revise turgid relapse: "snit ink crock" 

enriching prolixity narcotic: "flows hear hat" 

playboy amanuensis grapevine: "ladle fleck camel" 

insurgence camera disguise: "manual lists grid" 

described defective chapter: "mail sonic plunder" 

passage lady solvent: "bane epoxy rictus" 

blooper hatred lecture: "vaunt haptic dice" 

suggests cheer proxy: "wine tick elopes" 

sponsor following banana: "parsley clarity against." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY ONE 

 



 

robotic divergent appreciate: "bless corn than" 

unmanned infinity neologisms: "pare ally bell" 

epic splice insensitive: "lest nests anchor" 

uncle transitive triumph: "opine mantra blot" 

doggedness meander subterfuges: "tingles fuse goose" 

breathless harpoon adverse: "tong brisk cats" 

belligerence catering satisfaction: "hark mead situ" 

totally whisker venom: "lace fins detergent" 

compare longing lumberman: "striped sizzle pack" 

thanks loosely opacity: "ember vein facture" 

cork confusing emphasized: "verse frogs tricycle" 

mumbles writings outstrip: "sensitive logic depreciation." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY TWO 

 

 

impotence quickly mistresses: "purr crates gallop" 

helicopter tabernacle sheaf: "port salts fore" 



stakes teak steak: "scour exact tackle" 

tickle merits metaphors: "snake coptic potable" 

examines rank highways: "barring cups hallowed" 

scourges following comb: "mutters facing bent" 

before lends blended: "lower plankton lentils" 

results graceless chaff: "team barbecue quite" 

department butter writes: "mantle dote griot" 

ballots shallots allots: "ritual chief loaned" 

update up date: "recombined wayward semaphore" 

outpouring jarringly portmanteau: "strikes leaf mistakes." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY THREE 

 

 

proper property props: "sock waggle tube" 

kidnapping kid napping: "snark herbs kindle" 

jurisdictions superfluous hew: "rowdy wok abject" 

adjectives substandard mother: "purist flapping prosper" 

wow woe awe: "nope of wheat" 



borrowing burrowing apostrophe: "pus palaces mood" 

skinhead etymology anathema: "burnt toe tankard" 

verbs displaces perpetrating: "fluids skid properly" 

marked plus only: "snack rash audit" 

babe sweat editors: "oil traitors thematic" 

wriggle of as: "strobe thaw moth" 

knapsack naps hack: "dew happens rope." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR 

 

opted hippie sprinkle: "horn will visions" 

game cheese senses: "find balm lank" 

costumer lachrymose consumer: "urge lung stint" 

questions strange rhyming: "cast gnome adapt" 

prowling referring plural: "wean pauper hiss" 

turkey speech sausage: "theme lather soma" 

blank sometimes pop: "peach furl rangers" 

palm furthermore fundamental: "moss cheats hopper" 

fund the mental: "putty wait vertex" 



envisage is reverse: "tales mental cope" 

flywheel flypaper flyweight: "rosemary lurid mince" 

torn between duty: "merry senseless wrinkles." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE 

 

 

essay decline envy: "hybrid bare ace" 

connections punctuation embarrassment: "snide plots taken" 

and is ought: "berries dangle caul" 

caught cot reasons: "hand neck splay" 

pedantic is least: "their posits at" 

robbery swift ethos: "mister at split" 

betokens spit linguistic: "waft this not" 

implant a fervent: "as punk recliners" 

considerably vistas necessity: "busk loft plunk" 

fallacies a dunking: "cease vent grist" 

are supposedly soft: "those beast seasonings" 

hymen the casket: "awl bass environs." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY SIX 

 

 

starting in years: "what shot had" 

naming lame crested: "haunting between least" 

beast festivals peas: "into earrings blank" 

caverns cotton who: "never ended effigy" 

springs civil lookout: "props what doll" 

memorial as among: "remember metaphor burned" 

canoe these range: "notes that experience" 

fort period racing: "original perceptual absolute" 

operate town thermal: "anxious even document" 

noun verb accommodations: "made which made" 

faced licking kings: "map else smell" 

dynasty meat mosque: "those mind was." 

 

 

 



 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN 

 

 

troops heavy both: "think the you" 

raised history water: "was making extraordinary" 

supply gases hopes: "think with material" 

weapons along waterways: "confessional anything the" 

engineer outset snorkel: "certain the yes" 

copse very electrons: "tragedy what dressing" 

draperies amendments security: "seem was within" 

indexed chair leadership: "surfaces fighting theater" 

common who unions: "sheet riff psychic" 

power scab dynamo: "slippery  circles measure" 

mistress up corps: "loops into time" 

augment hair supervises: "much wanted piece." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT 

 



 

within adherents warfare: "fourth wall instantly" 

critique flair otherwise: "ordinary attention struggling" 

manifested writers to: "missing yesterday fairly" 

ages with instrumental: "subject public sofa" 

application ax woolens: "ongoing initiation diamond" 

penmanship classic sinking: "char immediate shift" 

lack colleges sway: "avant both spirit" 

alphabet heyday passion: "the problematic experimental" 

atlas throwers mood: "characteristic architect is" 

than to weight: "self turbulent ministry" 

tractor cheese bullion: "resource presence evolving" 

leisure underpinning neighboring: "shadow tuned vocation." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY NINE 

 

 

frequency credits philosophy: "clips linger draft" 

huh vicinity sunshine: "sour boast roan" 



electrolyte where confession: "knit seal gene" 

generals legal thick: "troll hung quench" 

proselytism the early: "curve scion eyes" 

animals dialects omen: "pour wholly mirage" 

astronauts cameras federation: "dial the legume" 

coastline woolly coins: "wore shin creed" 

pour poor whore: "lime aster scents" 

drought yes percentages: "ore coils iteration" 

cylinder version plaster: "omit nearly this" 

clapping currently sometimes: "fresh city loss." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY 

 

 

lack spider spiders: "spiders rice cooker" 

clipper least ashes: "ashes rice cooker" 

corn spur sanction: "sanction rice cooker" 

dog ladder plaster: "plaster rice cooker" 

lichen hack tome: "tome rice cooker" 



pant lashes disaster: "disaster rice cooker" 

plane plangent fleck: "fleck rice cooker" 

flake yeast coffin: "coffin rice cooker" 

poorer birds dollars: "dollars rice cooker" 

satchel coop nostril: "nostril rice cooker" 

wind supper emergent: "emergent rice cooker" 

woman flip season: "season rice cooker" 

kisses nail cooker: "cooker rice cooker." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY ONE 

 

 

snail copper asphalt: "snail noun pomp" 

adverse burrow act: "snail noun award" 

knee truck minnow: "adverse noun pomp" 

disease cheeks list: "snail spit award" 

pomp smelter tassel: "snail noun knee" 

award smear halter: "adverse hatchet pomp" 

pencil locksmith ark: "snail disease award" 



temper rowboat keen: "knee disease pomp" 

feed angle chipping: "pomp noun feed" 

hatchet sparrow lung: "feed snail disease" 

spit linking doubtful: "snail temper pomp" 

noun annex loafer: "noun pencil knee." 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY TWO 

 

 

pork cloudburst enamel: "shimmer pimple ache" 

tested worst footfall: "shimmer purple ache" 

blueberry beer conking: "simmer duple ache" 

anvil listen spaceship: "summer dimple ache" 

pebble lotion atlas: "hummer ample bake" 

sprinkle cawing deform: "stammer sample brake" 

shadow logger button: "hammer simple cake" 

skin apology cornrow: "clamor dimple lake" 

tune slammed escape: "clam double lock" 

ache haircut prologue: "clump trouble clock" 

pimple chapbook eel: "limp treble dock" 



shimmer living trident: "lamp dribble duck." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY THREE 

 

 

locker plainsong knuckles: " pig waiter hero" 

hydrant apple dread: "gash naked butane" 

giggle equation mailbox: "taurus flock warp" 

twerp sentiment zero: "goggles hybrid clock" 

blockade damsel teeth: "hemp taller tiller" 

torque spangle inkblot: "seed towel stare" 

belt polestar roughhouse: "wrangle smell time" 

snakebite bowl lavish: "quake dapper birdsong" 

gasoline feedbag shrimp: "snide frog cloud" 

heroin artillery loudspeaker: "crimp ravishing birdhouse" 

waterfall telltale blog: "snot teeth zoo" 

pigeon champ riptide: "sail deed buckles." 

 

 



 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR 

 

 

ditch locket sonnet: "bonnet hornet vomit" 

sundial rabbit screw: "comet hobbit habit" 

shovel dove inkjet: "bonnet comet hornet" 

tension who insist: "hobbit vomit habit" 

peach leer talcum: "bonnet hobbit comet" 

banana rash sleek: "vomit hornet habit" 

lover chimp nosegay: "bonnet vomit hobbit" 

oilcan keel sternum: "hornet comet habit" 

drums odor smiles: "bonnet bonnet hornet" 

semicolon are licking: "vomit  vomit comet" 

sunshine pillow reefer: "hobbit hobbit habit" 

rake genuflect glower: "vomit hornet bonnet." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE 



 

 

bonnet chipper brother: "chipper hipper hopper" 

schooner monkey noon: "chopper flipper flapper" 

allowance barn torpid: "chipper chopper hipper" 

signature lean cycle: "flipper hopper flapper" 

talon finishes concrete: "chipper flipper chopper" 

populate equal cram: "hopper hipper flapper" 

heart fingers rotting: "chipper hopper flipper" 

hamstring pit spanks: "hipper chopper flapper" 

moor stingray mustache: "chipper hipper chipper" 

seizes lipstick wormhole: "hopper chopper hopper" 

recycle truth yawns: "flipper flapper flipper" 

pickle ligature tanks: "chipper hopper flipper." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY SIX 

 

 

deference profanity ashes: "potato chip chicken" 



sashes fan reference: "sour cream onion" 

confound butternut willed: "potato sour chip" 

company coconut devotee: "cream chicken onion" 

classic hole meatball: "potato cream sour" 

baffling lode sorcery: "chicken chip onion" 

zany blow between: "potato chicken cream" 

sold befall offbeat: "chip sour onion" 

freak snake hazards: "onion cream onion" 

random wrist coinage: "sour chicken chip" 

cloud reaper atypical: "chip potato chicken" 

push varied betide: "cream chicken potato." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN 

 

 

isolated lark fret: "fish glue rattler" 

free machine tactic: "jelly bean attic" 

birthright appoint stave: "fish jelly glue" 

starve moon deposit: "bean rattler attic" 



appointment lieu linchpin: "fish bean jelly" 

unclear prayers pinpoint: "rattler glue attic" 

supplicate crackerjack dusty: "fish rattler bean" 

occasion ace jelly: "glue jelly attic" 

penurious consummate dry: "fish glue glue" 

tattle antic wad: "rattler jelly jelly" 

applaud helpless coagulate: "bean attic attic" 

toilet panegyric execution: "fish rattler bean." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT 

 

 

rebellion fault wallet: "disorder required turtle" 

adjective objective invective: "disorder required turtle" 

disorder vaginal implying: "disorder required turtle" 

dealings vamp banana: "disorder required turtle" 

required sedate inflexible: "disorder required turtle" 

taciturn solution locked: "disorder required turtle" 

turtle lectern uncomplaining: "disorder required turtle" 



descend skinny prod: "disorder required turtle" 

reek skirt tingle: "disorder required turtle" 

rapper ding wrapper: "disorder required turtle" 

someone prime fertilizer: "disorder required turtle" 

connotes fell dressing: "disorder required turtle." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY NINE 

 

 

pizzazz fence sinister: "disorder required turtle" 

rocket punk yore: "disorder required turtle" 

determines exigent pee: "disorder required turtle" 

burdensome genre drill: "disorder required turtle" 

virtuoso paperwork orgasm: "disorder required turtle" 

dangerous girth adept: "disorder required turtle" 

tawdry ruddy heedfully: "disorder required turtle" 

betrothed junk barb: "disorder required turtle" 

handiwork trammel go: "disorder required turtle" 

kills grasp albatross: "disorder required turtle" 



mother sequin maladroit: "disorder required turtle" 

apathy gumdrop archaic: "disorder required turtle." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY 

 

 

buy the riding: "disorder required turtle" 

for the seat: "disorder required turtle" 

use of self: "disorder required turtle" 

candidate trilogy prisoner: "disorder required turtle" 

novel primary struggling: "disorder required turtle" 

intense worker allowed: "disorder required turtle" 

served much student: "disorder required turtle" 

been a member: "disorder required turtle" 

intention to seek: "disorder required turtle" 

nature and society: "disorder required turtle" 

before this time: "disorder required turtle" 

reached their peek: "disorder required turtle." 

 



 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE 

 

 

sweaty boobs medicine: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

the rest of: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

the study of: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

form of plastic: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

for scientific study: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

anxiety compulsion delusion: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

infected buy germs: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

makes it difficult: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

looping as rhetoric: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

novels prefaces feces: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

amputation whose source: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

illness can return: "plastic. plastic. plastic." 

 

 

 

 



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO 

 

 

lists and schedules: "a list poem!" 

more adaptive ways: "a list poem!" 

memory may persist: "a list poem!" 

diaper from conflicts: "a list poem!" 

awards prevents convulsions: "a list poem!" 

or in conjunction: "a list poem!" 

kleptomania living brain: "a list poem!" 

treatment child dolls: "a list poem!" 

pardon presented a: "a list poem!" 

hypnosis sanitary conditions: "a list poem!" 

pork shed android: "a list poem!" 

mama most famous: "a list poem!" 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE 

 

 



in witchcraft spread: "witch craft mouse" 

ladle murder programs: "witch craft traps" 

mentally major highways: "witch craft mousetraps" 

cram is a: "witchcraft mouse traps" 

commercially framework teeth: "witch craft witch" 

breathe pepper satirized: "craft witch mouse" 

no gut valves: "witch mouse traps" 

missing costumes mousetraps: "mouse traps witch" 

almost all of: "traps witch craft" 

the first law: "witch craft mouse" 

the second law: "craft mouse traps." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR 

 

 

economy of style: "birds of prey" 

imagine for example: "birds or pray" 

milk artist mockingbird: "birds of prey" 

in different locations: "birds or pray" 



lactation stars included: "birds of prey" 

opera a few: "birds or pray" 

down the mountain: "birds of prey" 

expeditions tried unsuccessfully: "birds or pray" 

autism ice caves: "birds of prey" 

memorial and supervised: "birds or pray" 

scholars for sport: "birds of prey" 

livestock fin looks: "birds or pray." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE 

 

 

um black marlins: "um am om" 

and weigh over: "um am om" 

crystal jelly kilograms: "um am om" 

commander the need: "um am om" 

government statistics queen: "um am om" 

command phone therefore: "um am om" 

thanks being cleaned: "um am om" 



cutting lisps transparent: "um am om" 

absorbs field remains: "um am om" 

drastic to food: "um am om" 

in most cases: "um am om" 

ditch and performing: "um am om." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX 

 

 

space and time: "ddfs klj nui" 

tranquilizer without change: "dvas hui rtg" 

days the universe: "klv grdvf jjrts" 

develop new senses: "ddfs klj nui" 

methamphetamine freedom asteroid: "dvas hui rtg" 

meant to cut: "klv grdvf jjrts" 

flagship and reform: "ddfs klj nui" 

powerful enough to: "dvas hui rtg" 

deposits of stones: "klv grdvf jjrts" 

paradox cheeks moraines: "ddfs klj nui" 



barges and tugboats: "dvas hui rtg" 

the university became: "klv grdvf jjrts." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN 

 

 

can move masses: "masses midlothian madison" 

and made moccasin: "midlothian madison masses" 

name was knee: "madison masses midlothian" 

existing ones expanded: "masses midlothian madison" 

adopted the name: "midlothian madison masses" 

pottery courts wheat: "madison masses midlothian" 

municipal at least: "masses midlothian madison" 

also has strong: "midlothian madison masses" 

obtain to paint: "madison masses midlothian" 

closed an electric: "masses midlothian madison" 

voyage entangled contributions: "midlothian madison masses" 

of schemes in: "madison masses midlothian." 

 



 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT 

 

 

oceanographers the amount: "mint moat mount" 

animal the exacting: "pint goat pout" 

deepest the eggs: "pink moat pour" 

time the spectacles: "wink goat sour" 

impatient albums secrets: "wine mote scour" 

sucker succor rudder: "wing oats scoot" 

trainer of troops: "finger boats hoot" 

lock lucky sympathizing: "finger poems boot" 

blacklisted lark addition: "pink goat loot" 

armies the speed: "ink note root" 

factors kingdom soul: "blink boat rot" 

bombarded ancestry emphasis: "blimp coat riot." 

 

 

 

 



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE 

 

 

shark verdict gases: "what shot had" 

impossibility only gun: "one shot had" 

off cloudburst legs: "what shot two" 

tough jasmine shooter: "what one what" 

wanted bottom asking: "shot one shot" 

race ripe wrong: "had had two" 

simple suggestion surety: "what shot had" 

ask all equal: "one shot had" 

roles were minutes: "what shot two" 

hoodie rebuttal tenterhooks: "what one what" 

knowing calm telling: "shot one shot" 

offended geese did: "had had two." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY 

 

 



ladies ladles daughters: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

remanded clocking lisps: "grape burden decodes" 

indeed sleep believes: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

guessing hated hatted: "grape burden decodes" 

inside neck evidence: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

pimple as equanimity: "grape burden decodes" 

decodes junk peephole: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

death thousand mirror: "grape burden decodes" 

burden bicep aggressor: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

checkmate seizure fist: "grape burden decodes" 

grape sinking poetic: "poetic aggressor peephole" 

blood jury twitter: "grape burden decodes." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE 

 

 

slut biplane moraine: "light angel sweetness" 

crevasse canvas vassal: "warm fuzzy kittens" 

castle butt sleeveless: "light angel sweetness" 



rainfall hassle moratorium: "warm fuzzy kittens" 

bivalve cancan sisal: "light angel sweetness" 

canon sissy veal: "warm fuzzy kittens" 

mortuary tub pestle: "light angel sweetness" 

kestrel axle planet: "warm fuzzy kittens" 

slew bipolar moron: "light angel sweetness" 

referendum plangent slaw: "warm fuzzy kittens" 

caw polarity value: "light angel sweetness" 

hilarity cock sister: "warm fuzzy kittens." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO 

 

 

sunny beer lichen: "and family values" 

boring least mantle: "family values the" 

nostril continues rob: "and family values" 

women core chicory: "family values the" 

verdict boom ideal: "and family values" 

shorter best butt: "family values the" 



pockmark postmark watermark: "and family values" 

broom singular panting: "family values the" 

raccoon halo gaff: "and family values" 

tablets true eels: "family values the" 

birthmark birthright millwright: "and family values" 

playwright whore yeast: "family values the." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE 

 

 

guilty of manslaughter: "one nation under" 

boils understanding hatred: "pledge allegiance to" 

indifference kudos eventually: "one nation under" 

beehive pork yes: "pledge allegiance to" 

appellate tinfoil wander: "one nation under" 

unleashes appeals reverses: "pledge allegiance to" 

gourds clumps facts: "one nation under" 

challenging pudding discovery: "pledge allegiance to" 

validity nerd relativity: "one nation under" 



jury lesion allowance: "pledge allegiance to" 

cork monkey pentameter: "one nation under" 

beef travail polarizing: "pledge allegiance to." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR 

 

 

impressive freeway eternity: "freeway cow twinkles" 

depressing maternity chow: "cow twinkles ankle" 

mingle strangle wrinkles: "twinkles ankle chalk" 

cattle rankle laconic: "ankle chalk tooth" 

method gay chalkboard: "chalk tooth quest" 

attorneys through tooth: "tooth quest drum" 

journey pencil sequestered: "freeway cow twinkles" 

abortion clock conundrum: "cow twinkles ankle" 

relaxed unusual debacle: "twinkles ankle chalk" 

handcuffs syrup logistics: "ankle chalk tooth" 

cricket addition dagger: "chalk tooth quest" 

revolution gumdrop nonstop: "tooth quest drum." 



 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE 

 

 

cowbird anguish keypad: "griffin concrete aura" 

launchpad cheerios blockade: "leek knuckles chinstrap" 

woofer leek tambourine: "griffin concrete aura" 

socket swastika letting: "leek knuckles chinstrap" 

clock longitude elephant: "griffin concrete aura" 

prefaces submarine custard: "leek knuckles chinstrap" 

hummingbird crutches bog: "griffin concrete aura" 

stingray aura dartboard: "leek knuckles chinstrap" 

pickle concrete shook: "griffin concrete aura" 

torture griffin knuckles: "leek knuckles chinstrap" 

laughing barf chinstrap: "griffin concrete aura" 

chalkboard wiki climax: "leek knuckles chinstrap." 

 

 

 



 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX 

 

 

typewriter pocket moss: "blanket acts pepper" 

wormhole grin closeted: "cake leech adverbs" 

tip leech adventurous: "blanket acts pepper" 

radiation skin beehive: "cake leech adverbs" 

cake knockers syrup: "blanket acts pepper" 

pepper bisexual pugilist: "cake leech adverbs" 

loving arrowhead tankard: "blanket acts pepper" 

acts gravel latitude: "cake leech adverbs" 

palmistry ringworm chalice: "blanket acts pepper" 

blanket donkey keyhole: "cake leech adverbs" 

straighten razors adverbs: "blanket acts pepper" 

peace tachometer trill: "cake leech adverbs." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN 

 



 

can do this: "platypus on birdsong" 

apples is light: "pontoon toxin clipped" 

people to cars: "platypus on birdsong" 

listening kneeling hairline: "pontoon toxin clipped" 

clipped twin says: "platypus on birdsong" 

which is it: "platypus on birdsong" 

repartee saddest clone: "pontoon toxin clipped" 

birdsong newer pontoon: "pontoon toxin clipped" 

door on grass: "platypus on birdsong" 

razzing platypus blog: "pontoon toxin clipped" 

keystroke cuckold toxin: "platypus on birdsong" 

horror front limbs: "pontoon toxin clipped." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT 

 

 

security monk streets: "lattice comic lettuce" 

someone gun crossed: "lattice comic lettuce" 



subway mounted poetry: "meadow layer mounted" 

edge commune cops: "meadow layer mounted" 

comic friendly beasts: "lattice comic lettuce" 

knowing so happens: "lattice comic lettuce" 

animal lattice crowned: "meadow layer mounted" 

refers referee reefer: "meadow layer mounted" 

reading and instead: "lattice comic lettuce" 

faithful award layer: "lattice comic lettuce" 

casting lettuce achieve: "meadow layer mounted" 

calligraphy meadow pit: "meadow layer mounted." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE 

 

 

other monument fishes: "barefoot fishing protein" 

please freedom barefoot: "barefoot luggage maxim" 

otherwise protean doing: "barefoot fishing protein" 

knocks attention like: "barefoot luggage maxim" 

fasted trace personal: "barefoot fishing protein" 



tissue conviction idiom: "barefoot luggage maxim" 

impressions from emphasis: "barefoot fishing protein" 

sonnet acts conversing: "barefoot luggage maxim" 

preached was presumably: "barefoot fishing protein" 

creative save trances: "barefoot luggage maxim" 

weathercock to luggage: "barefoot fishing protein" 

memory settlement maxim: "barefoot luggage maxim." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY 

 

 

fellowship could battleship:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

time professor enactment:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

understand not understanding: "barefoot fishing protein" 

intermittently motions differences: "barefoot fishing protein" 

sentences neither necessity:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

intention arts touching:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

lover wheelbarrow sheets: "barefoot fishing protein" 

surmise sunrise projectile: "barefoot fishing protein" 



temples templates gravity:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

volunteers bound beauties:  "barefoot luggage maxim" 

facade workshop convertible: "barefoot fishing protein" 

saunter buttons sneezes: "barefoot fishing protein." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY ONE 

 

 

spasms that door: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

atop asleep rivers: "praise walk praise" 

skinny ritzy making: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

thyme lovely tongue: "praise walk praise" 

praise weary away: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

strong walk rhyme: "praise walk praise" 

cheat chant buzzes: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

mock brought army: "praise walk praise" 

poles heart peaches: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

train  thrill empire: "praise walk praise" 

needed knee need: "buzzes walk buzzes" 



against biology syntax: "praise walk praise." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY TWO 

 

 

spawn chill slopes: "praise walk praise" 

shapes tuba deadheads: "praise walk praise" 

wedded bearded credence: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

friends crimes welded: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

wife shovel constellations: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

flowers bathtubs clarinets: "praise walk praise" 

girls geraniums senseless: "praise walk praise" 

drunk pale provocative: "praise walk praise" 

purchases honking adorn: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

limb colder landscape: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

woodcutters debt wit: "buzzes walk buzzes" 

a version aversion: "praise walk praise." 

 

 



 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY THREE 

 

 

boobs eagles syringes: "fringes above familial" 

trances of value: "continues bagels beagles" 

lubes beagles hinges: "continues bagels beagles" 

enhances dove revenue: "fringes above familial" 

protrudes bagels cinches: "continues bagels beagles" 

dances love retinue: "continues bagels beagles" 

denudes spaniels binges: "fringes above familial" 

chances glove continues: "continues bagels beagles" 

includes familial twinges: "continues bagels beagles" 

prances above milieu: "fringes above familial" 

moods treacle fringes: "continues bagels beagles" 

fancies trove venue: "continues bagels beagles." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY FOUR 



 

 

horseman president toothpaste: "horse bankers tricycle" 

chipper pork conundrum: "aristocracy calibration peacocks" 

vagina blinkers riffraff: "semester salve bubble" 

bubble rickets mushrooms: "semester salve bubble" 

accuracy tricycle conga: "toothpaste jigsaw toothpaste" 

lick calibration like: "toothpaste jigsaw toothpaste" 

spellbound tricks padlocks: "toothpaste jigsaw toothpaste" 

animal easy salve: "toothpaste jigsaw toothpaste" 

problem ark literacy: "semester salve bubble" 

corncob semester scarecrow: "semester salve bubble" 

happenstance flippers vellum: "aristocracy calibration peacocks" 

lackey jigsaw sponge: "horse bankers tricycle." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY FIVE 

 

 

nothing syllabus hourglass: "syllables canonical blockade" 



shoehorn canonical whisper: "syllables canonical blockade" 

summertime blockade apocalypse: "syllables canonical blockade" 

curlicue sarcasm reboot: "syllables canonical blockade" 

suave lark tusk: "syllables canonical blockade" 

mustache opium attic: "syllables canonical blockade" 

lunchtime persona crown: "syllables canonical blockade" 

dork vesper anaconda: "syllables canonical blockade" 

crisis speedway tissue: "syllables canonical blockade" 

charm laurel howdy: "syllables canonical blockade" 

handshake vestibule edges: "syllables canonical blockade" 

rocket leeway penniless: "syllables canonical blockade." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY SIX 

 

 

vigilante commandment centerpiece: "limping pimple pleasing" 

trophy shag laser: "tractor canker fingernail" 

stun regal limping: "limping pimple pleasing" 

baby tractor cheesecake: "tractor canker fingernail" 



icing egalitarian cracker: "limping pimple pleasing" 

pimple stovepipe scrimshaw: "tractor canker fingernail" 

tenterhooks cowbell duh: "limping pimple pleasing" 

bonkers canker slacker: "tractor canker fingernail" 

satellite fingernail cleverness: "limping pimple pleasing" 

dollop straightaway hideout: "tractor canker fingernail" 

wrinkles coyote cloudburst: "limping pimple pleasing" 

bullwhip pleasing neighbors: "tractor canker fingernail." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN 

 

 

spatula zygote pontoon: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

least evening introduction: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

gum belief apostrophe: "cabins cabins cabins" 

breathing debt toast: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

funeral ibex gallant: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

muffler paycheck pineapple: "cabins cabins cabins" 

battleship scar arrears: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 



honey cabins radius: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

depends stork distances: "cabins cabins cabins" 

clown diamond centipede: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

crosswalk razor torque: "spatula crosswalk spatula" 

boast eventually paintbrush: "cabins cabins cabins." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT 

 

 

hybrid siphon logistics: "siphon sandbox balloon" 

skipper ream timber: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 

wolverine tachometer elucidation: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 

bacon throughput sandpiper: "siphon sandbox balloon" 

buttocks calligraphy stoned: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 

popping sack valuation: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 

sandbox spider castigation: "siphon sandbox balloon" 

almanac torsion hasps: "siphon sandbox balloon" 

nautical swirls submission: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 

hacksaw chimpanzee bifocals: "hybrid sandbox essentials" 



balloon tamper hairnet: "siphon sandbox balloon" 

frock essentials handlebars: "hybrid sandbox essentials." 

 

 

 

 

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY NINE 

 

 

diaper hyena astrolabe: "truism casket casket" 

burp casket icicle: "truism casket casket" 

hissed radiation goatee: "saint radiation hyena" 

confab prefab rehab:: "saint radiation hyena" 

surfboard sandcastle harrowing:: "saint radiation hyena" 

tractor regent epistle: "truism casket casket" 

saint arrowhead piss: "truism casket casket" 

corncob knuckle graceless:: "saint radiation hyena" 

rune pedophile buckwheat:: "saint radiation hyena" 

sonnet whiskey censure:: "saint radiation hyena" 

blank plangent helicopter: "truism casket casket" 

kidney truism barbershop:: "saint radiation hyena." 

 


